ABB University

NL980 / Symphony Plus Historian (SPH) - Operation

Course description

Course goal
The purpose of this training is to train the students in the use of the Symphony Plus Historian functionality for process information management and analysis.

Participant profile
The training is intended for operators or other persons who need knowledge of the use and application of the SPH functionality.

Prerequisites
Students shall know the fundamentals of working with Control Systems and have basic knowledge of Microsoft Windows and Microsoft Excel.

Topics
- SPH General Concept
- Signal Explorer
- Navigator
- Event Explorer
- Trend Display
- Graphic Display
- Adjust Historical Values
- Reporting
- Use of Pocket Portal (SPH web client)

Course type and methods
This is an instructor led course with interactive classroom discussions and associated lab exercises. Approximately 50% of the course is hands-on lab activities.

Course duration
The duration is 1 day.
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